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1. Introduction

Victims of anticompetitive behaviour suffer harm and are entitled to compensation. The paradigmatic example of anticompetitive harm suffered by individuals is an illegal overcharge – i.e. the amount that companies add to their price as a result of the competition infringement. An illegal overcharge can be passed down a production or distribution chain, and the extent of loss can be reduced by the amount of overcharge that victims at each level of the chain are able to pass on downstream. The award of damages for losses arising out of competition infringements in systems that focus on achieving full compensation – such as those in the EU – thereby requires judges to address passing on in order to determine exactly who suffered harm and in which amounts.

An example may be useful to illustrate this. When a price-fixing manufacturer overcharges for the goods it sells, a ‘direct purchaser’ will buy the goods. This ‘direct purchaser’ may then incorporate the goods subject to the overcharge into its own products, and sell those products to ‘indirect purchasers’ at a higher price to reflect the increase in cost of its inputs – thereby passing on all or part of the original overcharge to the indirect purchasers. In turn, these indirect purchasers may be further able to pass on all or part of the overcharge they incurred in the form of higher prices, and so on, all the way to the final consumer. In this way, the harm from the original competition law infringement may flow from direct to indirect purchasers.1

In practice, it is extremely difficult to identify who ultimately bore the loss caused by a competition infringement. The situation is analogous to the intractable problem of determining the ultimate incidence of a tax in Public Finance theory.2 In both the competition and tax contexts, a charge will be shifted in
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2 S. J. Butlin ‘The Incidence of Taxation’ (1937) Econ Rec 13(1-2) 189, p. 191 (“Simple and obvious as such equation of the amount of incidence and amount of tax may appear to be, the result is, in most cases, to make
varying degrees backwards to suppliers, employees, and shareholders; or forward to direct and indirect purchasers, with the degree of shifting depending on a number of different factors. The charge will also create inefficient substitution effects (also known as ‘deadweight losses’) that will be next to impossible to measure with any degree of accuracy or at reasonable cost. These challenges have not prevented the development of economic techniques to measure or estimate passing on. It has also not stopped the EU Damages Directive from setting up a full compensation scheme for the redress of competition losses; nor precluded the European Commission from preparing detailed guidance focusing on economic and practical insights that may be of use for courts as regards the assessment of economic evidence of passing on.

Instead of relying on these economic insights, a number of national courts in the EU have dealt with passing on in the context of national legal doctrines regarding the calculation of damages. In particular, passing on has been commonly treated as a variant of *compensatio lucrum cum damno*, a set of doctrines that allow courts to discount from the damages award those benefits to the aggrieved party caused by the wrong that gave rise to liability.

In other words, national courts have adopted an openly ‘legal approach’ to passing on, in some cases expressly disavowing the suitability of adopting an economic approach. While this approach has been criticised as unwarranted and unjustified by some authors, the main question it raises is whether such...
‘legal approaches’ infringe the rules on passing on and the principle of full compensation set out in EU law.

This article seeks to answer this question. It argues that the adoption of such ‘legal approaches’ by national courts does not, by itself, infringe EU law. It is untenable for courts to take a purely economic approach to passing on. This is both for practical and normative reasons. From a practical standpoint, even when economic concepts of passing on and causation are relevant for legal purposes, they still need to be adapted to fit the requirements of legal adjudication. From a normative standpoint, *compensatio lucri cum damno* doctrines raise questions regarding whether and to what extent the law should allow the deduction of any benefits caused by a wrong from the loss caused by that same wrong. Economic evidence or analysis is unable to answer such normative questions – only legal analysis can do so. As regards whether passing on should be taken into account in the context of competition law, the question is answered in the affirmative by EU law. However, EU law does not fully specify how passing on is to be established. Dealing with passing on is thus a matter left to national laws, within the overarching parameters set by EU law.

It is theoretically possible that, within the confines set by the EU Damages Directive, courts are required to pursue an approach that is as close as possible to economic approaches to passing on. Such an approximation would ensure the highest possible level of compliance with the EU principle of full compensation. Instead, this article submits that the adoption of legal approaches by national courts that deviate from an ‘ideal’ economic approach to passing on will be in line with the case law of the ECJ and with the EU Damages Directive as long as such national legal approaches do not denude passing on of practical effect. In particular, ‘legal’ approaches will only be contrary to EU law if they either infringe the specific contents of the Damages Directive, or strike the wrong balance between the relevant EU legal principles (in particular, the principles of full compensation, effectiveness and natural procedural autonomy).

The argument is structured as follows. The next section describes passing on and its role in calculating damages for competition infringements. It will also quickly review the economics of passing on, and show that any economically comprehensive passing on analysis is bound to be onerous and expensive. Section 3 describes the role of passing on in tort systems that pursue full compensation as an objective in competition damages cases, as is the case of the EU and its Member States. Section 4 then reviews national approaches to passing on. This review shows that senior national courts have adopted approaches to passing on that are based on traditional national legal doctrines regarding the calculation of
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damages amounts, instead of engaging in an analysis of passing on inspired by economic principles. Section 5 argues that judicial departures from pure economic analysis, and the courts’ reliance on ‘legal’ approaches, are unavoidable. It is further submitted that dealing with passing on in the context of specific legal doctrines related to the calculation of the amount of damages is in line with the ECJ’s case law and the EU Damages Directive, inasmuch as the application of such legal doctrines does not deprive passing on of practical effect.

2. Passing On and Damages

The damage suffered as a result of a competition infringement can be broken down into three parts: the price overcharge, the pass-on effect and the volume effect. The price overcharge corresponds to the price increase that results from an anticompetitive conduct, multiplied by the total number of products purchased from the infringing parties. Passing on is the result of firms operating at an intermediary level of a production or distribution chain responding to an increase in their costs with price increases of their own. The volume or output effect corresponds to lost sales flowing from the higher prices caused by the overcharge.9

The calculation of competition damages usually starts by identifying the overcharge.10 In order to allocate damages correctly, one must then calculate the amount of the overcharge that the claimant has been able to pass on. Economic theory indicates that the strength of the incentives for firms to pass on cost increases depends on the type of costs that are affected and on the market environment in which the affected firm operates:11

- **Type of Costs** – An overcharge can affect fixed costs and variable costs. It is usually thought that an overcharge affecting variable costs is more likely to be passed on. However, where the overcharge affects a fixed cost of the claimant, it is unclear what impact this may have on the pass-on rate.12


10 Despite criticisms that the overcharge fails to reflect adequately the harm caused by an anticompetitive infringement – Frank Maier-Rigaud and Ulrich Schwalbe ‘Quantification of Antitrust Damages’ in David Ashton (ed.) *Competition Damages Actions in the EU* (2nd Ed. Elgar, 2013), p. 424.


12 As explained in Oxera ‘Quantifying antitrust damages, Towards non-binding guidance for courts, Study prepared for the European Commission’ (2009), available at http://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/actionsdamages/quantification_study.pdf, p. 120: “fixed costs do not directly determine price in the same way as marginal costs, at least in the short run (in the longer run, many fixed
- **Intensity of Competition** – Under textbook conditions of perfect competition and elastic supply (i.e. supply that is highly sensitive to even very small changes in price), 100% pass-on is predicted when an overcharge is ‘industry-wide’ and all competitors are similarly affected. Conversely, if the overcharges are specific to an individual firm operating in a perfectly competitive market, there will be no scope for passing on.\(^\text{13}\) This may also be the case if, for example, an entire industry is affected by the overcharge, but that industry competes with another industry that uses a different upstream input not subject to the overcharge – in which case that other industry can leave its prices unchanged.\(^\text{14}\)

In practice, few markets are perfectly competitive. When competition is not perfect, or when demand is not perfectly elastic, rates of passing on will vary widely depending on the precise market context. Economics predicts that, even if the overcharge only affects one of a number of competitors, that firm may still be able to pass on at least part of the overcharge when competition is imperfect – but the extent of passing on will typically be less than for industry-wide overcharges of the same magnitude.\(^\text{15}\)

- **Buyer power** – The result of buyer power may be slightly counter-intuitive. For example, if customers are so strong that negotiations result in prices anchored to the manufacturer or seller’s costs, substantial pass-on of any overcharges affecting those costs may be expected. On the other hand, if the price that a buyer secures from a firm is affected by competition from another firm, the extent to which an overcharge that is specific to the first firm is passed on may be limited if the customer has the option of switching to the latter firm.\(^\text{16}\)

- **Volume Effect** – This is also known in economic theory as deadweight welfare loss. Volume effects arise from the fact that some purchasers are not willing to pay the higher price caused by the anticompetitive practices, and therefore cease purchasing a product that they would have acquired in
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\(^\text{13}\) Verboven and Van Dijk, op. cit. supra note 9, p. 466.

\(^\text{14}\) See id., p. x: “This result (which can seem counterintuitive) simply follows from the fact that, under perfect competition, prices equal marginal costs in equilibrium. In contrast, for a cost increase that affects only one, or some, of the competitors in the market, the expected pass-on rate would be 0%, since those competitors that do not face the increase can leave their prices unchanged. This may also be the case if, for example, an entire industry is affected by the overcharge but that industry competes with another industry that uses a different upstream input not subject to the overcharge and that can therefore leave its prices unchanged.”


\(^\text{16}\) Oxera, op. cit. supra note 10, p. 121; Durand and Williams, op. cit. supra note 11, p. 9.
the absence of an overcharge. However, identifying consumers that suffered loss from the infringement because they did not buy the product at an increased price is very difficult – and even more difficult to prove, since evidence must be adduced showing that these customers would have acquired the product were it not for the price increase.

Consequently, the claimants most likely to raise volume effects in court operate at intermediate levels of a production and distribution chain, where they are likely to suffer a measurable decline in sales as a consequence of passing on the overcharge. This provides a basis for a claim for profits foregone because of the volume reduction in sales caused by the increased price of its products. However, this means that passing-on and volume effects will have opposing effects when the claimant is an intermediate seller: whilst passing on reduces damages, the volume effect increases those damages.

The magnitude of each effect depends on the specific conditions of the market. When the claimant is a monopolist in the downstream market, economic theory indicates that the volume effect will exceed the passing-on effect. In this case, a damages estimate based on a measure of the overcharge alone will understate the harm caused. Outside monopoly, however, the balance of the passing-on and volume effects in imperfectly competitive settings will depend on the strategic interactions between competitors, and can lead to higher or lower damages awards depending on the circumstances.

In theory, it is possible to estimate empirically the relevant pass-on rates in the case at hand. In practice, this requires access to data on actual prices and costs at all relevant layers of the supply chain, which are unlikely to be available. The guidance that economics can offer to courts will become more
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18 Durand and Williams, op. cit. supra note 11, p. 15.

19 The volume effect is not relevant for the calculation of antitrust damages in the US: see American Crystal Sugar Co. v. Mandeville Island Farms, 195 F.2d 622 (9th Cir., 1952).

20 Hellwig, op. cit. supra note 17, p. 125, 136-137.

21 Durand and Williams, op. cit. supra note 11, p. 9. Verboven and Van Dijk, op. cit. supra note 9, expect the passing on effect to dominate the volume effect in most such cases. Hellwig, op. cit. supra note 17, p. 152 seems to be critical of this position, arguing that ‘the passing-on defense is actually irrelevant to a proper assessment of damages, given the impact of the volume effect’. Hellwig’s argument has been understood as applying only to downstream monopolists /cartels, and as not challenging that the balance of passing-on and volume effects may change depending on market circumstances – see Verboven and Van Dijk, op. cit. supra note 9, p. 459; Han, Schinkel and Tuinstra, op. cit. supra note 9, p. 3.

22 Oxera, op. cit. supra note 10, p. 16.
accurate the more information is available about the essential facts of a case; at the same time, the more information is available, the harder and more costly the analysis is likely to become.\textsuperscript{23}

As should be apparent from the discussion above, economic theory provides limited guidance on whether and to what extent passing on takes place. Any comprehensive analysis of passing on is thus bound to be lengthy, onerous and expensive.\textsuperscript{24}

3. Passing on and Full Compensation

While a purely compensation-oriented system will have to take passing on into account, it can do so in two guises: as a sword or as a shield. As a shield, passing on allows respondents to argue that the claimant passed on the overcharge to its downstream customers fully or in part, and that the damages award should be reduced accordingly. As a sword, passing on allows indirect purchasers to claim damages for losses caused by a competition law infringement further up the supply chain.

It is possible to set up systems with only limited recourse to passing on; such choices are ultimately matters of policy. However, given the difficulties that passing on raises in practice, and its connection with ideas of accurate compensation, if a jurisdiction takes passing on into account, it will often recognise it as both shield and sword.\textsuperscript{25}

This is the situation in the EU, where passing on is frequently raised in competition damages claims. The ECJ recognised the passing on defence in the seminal \textit{Courage} case,\textsuperscript{26} and this recognition of the defence was reiterated in a number of subsequent cases.\textsuperscript{27} The EU Damages Directive expressly recognises passing on as a defence,\textsuperscript{28} while also putting significant effort into trying to enable passing on to be used as a sword. The Directive sets out that if price increases caused by an infringement have been


\textsuperscript{24} Hellwig, op. cit. supra note 17, p. 145-146, identifies additional conceptual challenges for the assessment of passing on – such as how to identify the relevant causation mechanisms and impute responsibility for a price increase – regarding which economics may have little to say.

\textsuperscript{25} This is particularly evident in the Bundesgerichtsstof’s decision of 28 June 2011 (KZR 75/10 – ORWI), which decided that indirect purchasers were entitled to claim in damages and also set out the conditions for passing on defences to succeed.

\textsuperscript{26} Case C-453/99 \textit{Courage v. Crehan}, EU:C:2001:465, para. 30 (‘Community law does not prevent national courts from taking steps to ensure that the protection of the rights guaranteed by Community law does not entail the unjust enrichment of those who enjoy them’).

\textsuperscript{27} Case 295/04 \textit{Manfredi} ECLI:EU:C:2006:461; Case C-199/11 \textit{Otis} ECLI:EU:C:2012:684; Case C-536/11 \textit{Donau Chemie} ECLI:EU:C:2013:366; Case C-557/12 Case C-557/12 \textit{Kone AG and others} ECLI:EU:C:2014:1317.

\textsuperscript{28} EU Damages Directive, Article 13.
passed on along the production or distribution chain, those who ultimately suffered the harm will be the ones entitled to claim compensation, irrespective of whether they are direct or indirect purchasers.  

The Directive also creates a legal presumption of passing on for claims brought by indirect purchasers which arises when certain conditions are met. Lastly, the Directive adopts a number of mechanisms to ensure that passing on can be deployed as an effective means to achieve full compensation. These include: measures to ensure that direct and indirect purchaser claims are rendered coherent and a defendant does not end up paying more than the harm it has inflicted; a provision allowing courts to estimate passing on; and a requirement for the European Commission to issue guidelines providing guidance to national courts on how to address passing on issues.

It is also possible for passing on not to be relevant for the calculation of competition damages. This is the case in the US, where indirect purchasers are not granted standing to sue for antitrust damages and defendants are not allowed to invoke passing on as a defence. Ignoring passing on concentrates competition claim in the hands of those most likely to sue. However, such rules often lead to the ultimate victims of a competition law infringement not being compensated, and to companies which were able to pass on the overcharge to obtain a windfall in the form of damages. Such an approach is justified by a focus on punishment to the detriment of compensation. Another reason to refuse to address matters relating to passing on is to promote more effective private enforcement and avoid the need to “trace the complex economic adjustments” required to determine the impact of an infringement on indirect purchasers. The burden on courts to manage the complexity of estimating the damages incurred by indirect purchasers has remained an important concern in the US to this day.
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29 Id., Articles 4 and 12.
30 Id., Articles 14 to 17. See also Veljanovski op. cit. supra note 6.
31 Illinois Brick Co. v. Illinois 431 U.S. 720 (1977), at 728–29. Direct purchasers have been entitled to recover damages on the basis of the overcharge they paid as a result of the antitrust infringement since Chattanooga Foundry & Pipe Works v. Atlanta, 203 U.S. 396 (1906).
33 This is merely at the federal level. Many states allow passing on to play a role in competition damages cases.
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4. National Approaches to Passing On

Courts often seem reluctant to engage with the complexities of passing on. In the US, the refusal to take passing on into account has judicial origins.\(^{37}\) In Europe, studies have revealed that courts tend to assign round numbers to passing on – i.e. courts find that the overcharge was passed on either fully or not at all.\(^{38}\) This seems to be the result of national courts in Europe refusing to adopt purely economic approaches to passing on in competition cases. Instead, they have developed ‘legal’ approaches that build on national legal doctrines that regulate when benefits flowing to the victim from a wrong can reduce the amount of damages awarded for that same wrong.\(^{39}\) A number of examples will help to illustrate this point.

4.1 United Kingdom

Until recently passing on had not been explicitly addressed by English courts, despite a number of \textit{dicta} over the years.\(^{40}\) The first decision to do so was adopted only in 2016, when the Competition Appeals Tribunal rejected a passing on defence because it had not been proven.\(^{41}\) More relevant than the result, for passing on assessments somewhat more manageable, managing the complexity of damage calculation for direct and indirect purchasers remains a non-trivial problem, see.


\(^{38}\) Paul Hitchings ‘The EU Pass-On Study’ (2016) Global Private Litigation Bulletin (American Bar Association) 8 3, p. 4-5, puts the number of cases in which passing on was determinative of the outcome of a competition damages claim at 24 as of December 2016. In most cases, passing on had been raised as a defence. In more than half of the cases, the court rejected the passing on defence entirely, whereas in about 40% of the cases the court determined that the claimant had passed on the overcharge entirely. Of the 10 cases in which passing on was totally successful, three were cases brought before the French courts in which passing on was raised as a defence and where the burden of proof was on the claimant to show that it had not passed on the overcharge. In one case – Danish Maritime and Commercial Court, Case no. U-4-07 \textit{Cheminova A/S v. Akzo Nobel Functional Chemicals BV and Akzo Nobel Base Chemicals AB}, judgment of 15 January 2015 – 50% passing on was held to have occurred (reducing the overcharge harm by half) and loss of profits was also quantified and awarded. See also Oxera, op. cit. supra note 10, p. 119-120.


\(^{40}\) \textit{Devenish Nutrition Ltd v Sanofi-Aventis SA (France) & Ors} (Rev 1) [2008] EWCA 1086, para. 90 (“A claim for damages is subject to the question of the passing-on defence with which we are not concerned on this appeal”) and 96 (focusing on whether the risks to success of private damages claims created by passing on justifies the award of restitutionary remedies); \textit{Emerald Supplies Ltd & Anor v British Airways Plc} [2010] EWCA Civ 1284 (EWCA (Civ) 2010), paras. 54 and 66 (deeming passing on relevant to the fact that the members of a class in group litigation do not have the same interests in a representative action); \textit{WH Newson Holding Ltd & Ors v IMI Plc & Ors} [2013] EWCA Civ 1377, paras. 39-41, and \textit{British Airways Plc v Emerald Supplies Ltd and Others} [2015] EWCA Civ 1024, paras. 167-169 (both of which relied on passing on as evidence that cartelists did not care about where damages lay and that, as a result, the “intention” element required for economic torts such as conspiracy was not fulfilled).

\(^{41}\) \textit{Sainsbury’s Supermarkets v. MasterCard} [2016] CAT 11. As noted at para. 483, previously there had been no case under English law substantively dealing with the passing on defence.
our purposes, is that the Tribunal created a legal test which was explicitly held to be different from economic approaches to passing on. The Tribunal considered that although an economist might define pass-on to reflect: “how an enterprise recovers its costs (...) a lawyer is concerned with whether or not a specific claim is well founded”. Passing on is part of the normal quantification of damages, and as such it must ensure that the claimant is not overcompensated and the defendant does not pay damages twice for the same wrong. The legal test for passing on has two elements, both of which need to be established by the defendant: (i) an “identifiable” increase in the purchasers’ prices causally connected with the overcharge; and (ii) a class of downstream claimants who paid the higher prices. This legal test differs from economic approaches to passing on across a number of dimensions, including:

(a) its scope: the legal test is only concerned with identifiable prices increases by a firm to its customers that result from an overcharge, whereas an economist may define pass-on more widely (e.g. to include cost savings and reduced expenditure);

(b) its attitude towards under-compensation: the economic approach focuses on ensuring that compensation is allocated exactly in line with losses. The legal approach refuses to acknowledge passing on unless the defendant meets the criteria outlined above, in order to avoid situations where: “any potential claim becomes either so fragmented or else so impossible to prove that the end result is that the defendant retains the overcharge in default of a successful claimant or group of claimants.” In other words, the legal approach expressly takes the risk of under-compensation into account and seeks to limit it by means of the allocation of the burden of proof.

At the same time, this approach is in line with general law on the determination of damages, as was recognised on appeal. The Tribunal’s judgment was appealed to the Court of Appeal, which upheld the decision and took the opportunity to elaborate on the foundations of the passing on defence. It held that the EU principles underpinning passing on ‘are entirely consistent with common law principles of the

42 Peter Davis op. cit. supra note 7, p. 599, argues that this difference may be overblown, since economic theory could be used to assign damages on the basis of available evidence. Cento Veljanovski op. cit. supra note 7, argued that the tribunal’s distinction between economic and legal approaches is misguided, and arises from a limited understanding of economic passing on.

44 Id., para. 480 and 484(4). Supporting this view well before the case was decided, see Peter Whelan ‘An Argument in Favour of the Passing-On Defence: A Response to Private Actions in Competition Law: A Consultation on Options for Reform’ (2012) Comp Law 211.
45 Sainsbury’s v MasterCard [2016] CAT 11, para. 484 (5).
46 Id., para. 484 (4).
assessment of damages and, in particular, mitigation’. Under these principles, the circumstances in which the wrongdoer can obtain a discount from damages as a result of acts undertaken by the victim are limited: “The essential question is whether there is a sufficiently close link between the [benefit and the loss] and not whether they are similar in nature. The relevant link is causation. The benefit to be brought into account must have been caused either by the breach (...) or by a successful act of mitigation.”

Applying these principles, the Court of Appeal held that sums received by the victim because it passed on an overcharge can only be taken into account and deducted from the damages award if there is a sufficiently close causative link between the price increase and the wrong committed by the defendant. The Court of Appeal ultimately held that it is a matter for the judge to decide whether, on the evidence before her or him, the defendant can show that there is a sufficiently close causal connection between an overcharge and an increase in the direct purchaser’s price; and that it saw no reason why that increase should not be established by a combination of empirical fact and economic evidence. Lastly, the Court of Appeal explained that passing-on in the form of an increase in the retail price might also give rise to a loss of profit on the part of the claimant, which would need to be taken into account in the assessment of damages.

These judgments, in addition to expressly endorsing legal over economic approaches to passing on, raise a number of interesting questions. A first question concerns what exactly might be the test of causation that should be deployed to determine whether a price increase following an overcharge is sufficiently related to the competition infringement. A second question is whether the same strict requirements for establishing a passing on defence also apply to indirect purchasers, who must establish passing on in order to receive damages. If so, it would mean that claims brought by indirect purchasers
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47 Sainsbury’s v MasterCard; AAM v MasterCard; Sainsbury’s v Visa [2018] EWCA 1536 (Civ), para. 327.
49 Sainsbury’s v MasterCard; AAM v MasterCard; Sainsbury’s v Visa [2018] EWCA 1536 (Civ), paras. 328-330.
50 Id. paras. 332.
51 Id. paras. 334.
52 In particular, it is not clear whether the same causation test applies to instances of mitigation and passing on, even if it arguable that the Court of Appeal’s decision points in that direction. See Emily Neil ‘The passing-on “defence” after Sainsbury’s’ at https://competitionbulletin.com/2016/08/03/the-passing-on-defence-after-sainsburys/.
would be less likely to be successful, which might run against the principle of full compensation and the efforts of the Directive to ensure that indirect purchasers are able to bring successful claims for loss.

4.2 Netherlands

A second example comes from the Netherlands, where the Dutch Supreme Court held that passing on is available as a defence. However, passing on under Dutch law can be either a defence going to the amount of damages, or a mechanism to offset any collateral benefits from the infringing conduct against the amount of damages to be awarded in line with the legal doctrine of ‘voordeelstoerekening’. This second approach requires a sufficiently close causal link between the wrongdoing and the benefit, and for the court to take into account the reasonableness of taking the victim’s benefit into account. The Supreme Court ultimately held that a court might choose between these approaches because they are broadly equivalent, especially in that both require deductions to the damages amount to be reasonable.

In the relevant case, TenneT, the Dutch electricity grid operator, sued a cartelist that operated in an upstream market and had sold TenneT gas insulated gear, an input for electricity. The court found that TenneT likely had passed on the cartel overcharge to its direct customers through higher electricity prices. In turn, these direct customers had passed on this subsequent overcharge to the general public. Nevertheless, the court awarded damages for the entire overcharge to TenneT – i.e. it ignored passing on. The basis for this decision was that the public was very unlikely to initiate legal proceedings against the cartelist to recover their losses, which meant that it would be unreasonable for the passing on defence to be allowed. Instead, awarding damages to TenneT, a fully-owned entity of the Dutch state, was likely to benefit the general public, including end-users who had suffered direct losses. The Dutch courts stressed that the damages awarded to TenneT were in conformity with the EU principle of effectiveness, which requires that a Member State’s rules for obtaining compensation must not be such as to render it practically impossible or excessively difficult for a victim to claim damages.

The approach adopted in this case bears comparison to the US’ refusal to take passing on into account. One reason given by the US Supreme Court for adopting this position was that it thought it would promote more effective private enforcement and avoid the need to “trace the complex economic


55 Id. See also Jost Fanoy and Jan-Willem de Jong ‘Dutch Court Awards Damages in Follow-On Cases’ (2017) ABA International – Antitrust Section (2) 25, p. 25; Matthijs Kuipers, Tommi Palumbo, Elaine Whiteford, Thomas B. Paul ‘Actions for Damages in the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and Germany’ (2018) J.E.C.L. & Pract. 9(1) 55, p. 58.

56 District Court of Gelderland, Mar. 29, 2017 (Tennet TSO BV, Saranne BV / ABB BV, ABB Ltd.) ECLI:NL:RBGEL:2017:1724. See also articles mentioned in note 55 supra.
adjustments” necessary to determine the impact of a competition infringement on indirect purchasers.\textsuperscript{57} This links with a wider issue affecting the effectiveness of private competition enforcement in the EU: many indirect purchasers are consumers who are disinclined to take large corporations to court. The TenneT decision could thus be read as implicitly holding that the effectiveness of private enforcement of competition law may require courts to disregard passing on defences, particularly when it is unlikely that indirect purchasers will rely on passing on as a ‘sword’.

4.3. Germany

A third example comes from Germany. In Orwi, the Federal Supreme Court (\textit{Bundesgerichtsof}) held that a passing on defence will only be allowed if the defendant is able to explain why, based on pertinent market conditions, the passing-on of the cartel surcharge to indirect customers can be reasonably assumed to have occurred. A defendant will also have the burden of proving that: (i) the claimant has not suffered any other form of disadvantage in connection with the anticompetitive practice, such as a decline in sales as a result of higher prices arising from the cartel surcharge (i.e. losses related to volume effect); and (ii) that any increase in price by a claimant which is said to amount to passing on is not, instead, the result of the claimant’s entrepreneurial achievements (e.g. the increased price reflects added value due to further processing of the product or negotiating skills).\textsuperscript{58}

These stringent requirements align with the legal doctrine of ‘\textit{Vorteilsausgleichung}’ (‘Adjustments of Benefits’), which requires a causal link between the damaging event and the claimant’s advantage.\textsuperscript{59} The underpinning of this doctrine is similar to that of the Dutch ‘\textit{voordeelstoerekening}’ doctrine reviewed above – a defendant may rely on benefits accruing to the claimant, but only if there is an adequate causal link between the injury and the benefit, and if taking the benefit into account neither contradicts the policy

\textsuperscript{57} \textit{Illinois Brick Co. v. Illinois} 431 U.S. 720 (1977), at 730-734.
\textsuperscript{58} KZR 75/10 – ORWI, para. 69.
\textsuperscript{59} KZR 75/10 – ORWI, para. 59-60 (‘A prerequisite for an adjustment of benefits is, first of all, that the price increase that the injured party passed on to its customers is in an adequate causal relationship with the cartel-related price (…) [The direct purchaser’s] price increase and antitrust advantage is the mirror image of the damage caused to it by the cartel. To determine whether the price increase by the direct purchaser is caused by the cartel requires an analysis of the economic conditions in the downstream market, as with the assessment of the cartel overcharge’). Translation is mine.
objectives inherent to claims for damages nor unjustifiably exonerates the defendant.\textsuperscript{60} Unsurprisingly, these requirements have proven very difficult to meet in practice.\textsuperscript{61}

Similarly to the Dutch Supreme Court, the Bundesgerichtshof relied on the principle of effectiveness when adopting these stringent conditions for a passing on defence to succeed, implicitly assuming that it may be unlikely for indirect purchasers (or, at least, a significant number of them) to be able to bring successful claims.\textsuperscript{62} The principle of effectiveness and concerns about the ability of indirect purchasers to bring competition damages claims might have also underpinned the Bundesgerichtshof decision that, while the burden of proof of the passing on defence will normally rest with the defendant, it is possible for it to fall with the claimant in certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{63}

The stringency of the conditions set out in Orwi gave rise to doubts about whether such an approach to the passing on defence was in line with the EU Damages Directive.\textsuperscript{64} Such concerns were addressed when the Directive was transposed into German law. In particular, the amended law allows the passing on defence to succeed whenever an overcharge has been passed on to indirect purchasers, with the defendant no longer being required to prove that the claimant has not suffered any harm as a result of the volume effect.\textsuperscript{65} At the same time, the law now clearly distinguishes between the overcharge and a claim for loss of profit. In particular, claims for loss of profit will still allowed even if passing on is established.


\textsuperscript{61} Kuijpers et alia op. cit. supra note 55, p. 66.


\textsuperscript{63} KZR 75/10 – ORWI, paras. 74-77. Under German civil law, the burden of proof lies with the party relying on the facts in question, except where the other party has superior access to the facts and the party with the burden of proof has no such insight. In such cases, the party relying on the facts needs to establish their plausibility, and the burden of disproving the facts may then shift to the opposing party. See Ahrens Börries ‘The German Federal High Court rules on damage claims by indirect purchasers and the passing-on defence in a cartel case (Carbonless paper cartel)’ e-Competitions Bulletin November 2011, Art. N° 40926.


\textsuperscript{65} Sec. 33c(1) GWB. For recent examples of a continued strict approach, even after the Damages Directive has been transposed, see the decisions in LG Hannover 20.06.2018 - Cases 18 O 21/17 and 18 O 23/17 and LG Stuttgart 20.06.2018 – Case 45 O 1/17.
4.4 Spain

A last example comes from Spain. In a number of damages claims related to a sugar cartel, it was argued that the claimants had not suffered any damage because they had passed on the overcharge to final consumers. The lower courts were divided: one decision found no evidence of passing on, while another did not award damages because passing on had been proved.

On appeal, the Spanish Supreme Court held that, in the absence of detailed EU rules, Spanish legal principles apply. Such legal principles – including the principle of unjust enrichment – allow a defendant to prove that the claimant did not suffer harm because it transferred the loss it suffered onto others. However, mere evidence of a price increase does not suffice to establish passing on; the defendant must show that the claimant’s price increase successfully transferred the harm suffered as a result of the cartel overcharge onto others. Furthermore, if the claimant has suffered other losses – e.g. loss of profit flowing from the volume effect – the passing-on defence cannot be accepted in its totality. In this particular case, there was no evidence that the claimant’s price increase transferred onto others the harm suffered as a result of the defendant’s competition infringement, and, as such, the passing on defence was not made out.

4.5. Interim Conclusions

Passing on has been regularly incorporated into national laws as a variant of national legal doctrines that allow the amount of damages to be adjusted to reflect the benefit that the victim derived from the tortious conduct. These national legal doctrines require that the benefit be causally related to the wrong that caused the loss – i.e. the competition infringement. Consequently, courts do not seek to determine which amount of the overcharge was effectively passed on in accordance with economic principles, but instead deal with passing on as a matter connected to the allocation of the burden of proving this causal relationship. The focus is thus on identifying who must prove that passing on occurred, and whether that party met its burden of proof to the requisite standard.

This is not to say that economics are not relevant – on the contrary, some of the decisions reviewed above engaged in extensive economic analysis. However, the courts’ analyses expressly subordinate

66 A decision upheld by Supreme Court – Judgment of 8 June 2012, Galletas Gallo´n et al v ACOR (STS 5462/2012).

Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3279341
economic approaches to legal principles related to the calculation of damages and the allocation of the burden of proof. This may help explain why such defences often either succeeded or failed completely (i.e. why passing on is found to be either 100% or 0% in virtually every case).

A second trend is that courts have displayed widespread concern with the possibility that passing on might allow defendants (i.e. the entities which infringed competition law) to avoid paying damages. As a result, courts have set high thresholds for a passing on defence to succeed, often invoking the principle of effectiveness of EU law to justify this stringent approach.

A last trend is that all these cases are about passing on as a ‘shield’. It is remarkable that none of these cases concerned claims for damages by indirect purchasers. This may provide support for the European Commission’s focus on promoting claims by indirect purchasers – which found its way into Directive and subsequent guidelines\(^\text{69}\) - and for the national courts’ restrictive approach to the passing on defence. In effect, the available empirical evidence shows that claims brought by indirect purchasers are rather rare, except in certain cases – such as wholesalers who are indirect purchasers. This has led some to argue that promoting damages claims by indirect purchasers may require the adoption of collective redress mechanisms, which is something that the EU Damages Directive does not impose.\(^\text{70}\) At the same time, it is unclear whether the stringent legal approaches adopted by national courts as regards passing on defences would also apply for passing on as a ‘sword’ – and, if they did, whether they would comply with EU law.

Whether the measures adopted in the Directive to promote claims by indirect purchasers work remains to be seen. With the exception of the decision by the English Court of Appeal, the decisions reviewed above were adopted before the Damages Directive came into effect. Even if these measures succeed, they will do so by creating an imbalance – indirect purchasers will often benefit from a presumption of harm, while defendants will be subject to a demanding evidentiary burden to rebut this presumption. This creates risks of overcompensation – a concern that had already been identified prior to the transposition of the Directive in some Member States.\(^\text{71}\) It is true that the Directive sets out mechanisms to address this risk – in particular the requirement for courts to take due account, by procedural or substantive means available under Union and national law, of any related actions and of the resulting

---


judgments, particularly where they find that passing-on has been proven. Furthermore, national courts should have at their disposal appropriate procedural means, such as joinder of claims, to ensure that compensation for actual loss paid at any level of the supply chain does not exceed the overcharge harm caused at that level. The challenge to the effectiveness of these tools is that claims further down the supply chain are likely to be fragmented, and hence difficult to identify or take into account. In effect, the reasons behind the adoption of incentives to promote claims by indirect purchasers in the Directive – namely difficulty of proof, the fragmentation of claims and the absence of adequate collective redress mechanisms – are the same that make it doubtful that a ‘duty to take into account’ or national joinder mechanisms will be able to address these concerns effectively.

These are fundamental matters for the ultimate effectiveness of the EU’s private enforcement regime. While they are related to discussions regarding passing on, such matters ultimately require an analysis of the suitability of the institutional framework of private competition enforcement in the EU, e.g. whether collective redress mechanisms are necessary. These questions require detailed treatment and exceed the scope of this article.

5. National and European Approaches to Passing On

Treating passing on as falling within the scope national doctrines regarding the calculation of damages is a natural consequence of competition “damages” being a type of tort law damages that, like civil law in general, remain a national competence. It is thus unsurprising that passing on has been treated as a variant of compensatio lucrui cum damno doctrines known in the tort laws of most EU Member States – i.e. doctrines that regulate how damages awards in general can be adjusted to reflect the benefit that the victim derived from the tortious conduct. The general importance and relevance of such doctrines is apparent in a number of instruments that seek to develop models of uniform private law – e.g. the Draft of

---

72 EU Damages Directive, Art. 15.
73 Id., Recital 44.
74 Drexl, op. cit. supra note 62, p. 153, criticises the Orwi decision along these lines.
76 Hellwig, op. cit. supra note 17, p. 122.
a Common Frame of Reference (Principles, Definitions and Model Rules of European Private Law)\textsuperscript{77}, the European Principles of Contract Law,\textsuperscript{78} and the UNIDROIT principles.\textsuperscript{79}

These doctrines nonetheless seem to be in tension with the EU law principle of ‘full compensation’. The judgments reviewed above were mostly adopted before the Directive entered into force, and as such raised issues mainly regarding compliance with the principles of effectiveness and full compensation under primary EU law. The implementation of the Directive raises an additional question: whether adopting this case law in future cases will infringe the Directive, even if the case law could be said to be in line with EU primary law. Given the absence of detailed rules in the Directive on how to determine passing on, the answer to this question is unlikely to be different from that which would be reached under EU primary law alone. The question is still, in the main, whether national ‘legal’ approaches to passing on reach a correct balance of the principles of effectiveness, full compensation and procedural autonomy of the Member States.\textsuperscript{80}

Different answers have been proposed to this question. On the one hand, it has been said that the use of a reasonableness test for passing on under Dutch law seems difficult to reconcile with the notion that compensation should be available for actual loss at every level of the supply chain and should not exceed the loss suffered at each level.\textsuperscript{81} On the other, it has been argued that to allow the passing-on defence in cases where an overcharge was passed on to a large number of consumers, each of which only suffered marginal loss, would contravene the Directive’s objective to avoid ‘absence of liability of the infringer’ in the absence of collective redress mechanisms.\textsuperscript{82} Since serious minds may reasonably disagree

\textsuperscript{77} Chapter III. – Article 3:702: General measure of damages, which should be read together with Chapter VI, Section I, 6:103: Equalisation of benefits, according to which benefits arising to the person suffering legally relevant damage as a result of the damaging event are to be disregarded unless it would be fair and reasonable to take them into account.

\textsuperscript{78} Chapter IX, Section 5, Article 9:502 devoted to the calculation of the amount of damages. Its formulation accepts the principle of compensation lucrum cum damno, whereby loss should be computed with gains and should thus amount to a net loss. See Luisa Antoniolli and Anna Veneziano ‘Principle of European Contract Law and Italian Law – A Commentary’, p. 448.

\textsuperscript{79} Article 7.4.2 on the rule of full compensation, s. 1, makes it clear that account is to be taken of any gain the aggrieved party has received resulting from its avoidance of cost or harm. In the commentary, it is explained that he aggrieved party must not be enriched by the payment of damages.

\textsuperscript{80} EU Damages Directive, Recital 11: “All national rules governing the exercise of the right to compensation for harm resulting from an infringement of Article 101 or 102 TFEU, including those concerning aspects not dealt with in this Directive such as the notion of causal relationship between the infringement and the harm, must observe the principle of effectiveness and equivalence.”

\textsuperscript{81} Kuijpers \textit{et alia}, op. cit. supra note 55, p. 58

\textsuperscript{82} Christian Kersting, op. cit. supra note 64, p. 21.
on the correct treatment of passing on, disputes on such matters may easily find their way to the ECJ via preliminary references and, potentially, infringement procedures.

It is submitted that the adoption of national ‘legal’ approaches to passing on does not infringe EU law as long as these approaches respect certain substantive parameters. This argument is developed sequentially below. A first sub-section argues that, while the rules for the assignment and allocation of damages in competition cases fall within the competence of the Member States, such rules must nonetheless comply with EU law. A second sub-section argues that ‘legal’ approaches to passing on that depart from ‘full compensation’ will nonetheless not usually infringe EU law. Such approaches will only infringe EU law if they fail to respect certain parameters, e.g. if they infringe the principle of effectiveness, by making recourse to passing on practically impossible or excessively difficult. A third sub-section reinforces this argument by showing that similar approaches to passing on were adopted in other areas of EU law, in particular those concerning the reimbursement of unlawfully paid taxes. A fourth sub-section demonstrates that even if the argument developed in the previous sub-sections is mistaken, and EU law can be said to require perfect ‘full compensation’ and the adoption of a purely economic approach, such an interpretation of the law would be unfeasible and nonsensical. This is because economic concepts relevant for passing on are ill suited for legal reasoning and adjudication. As a result, even if the Directive were to require perfect ‘full compensation’, national courts would only be able to develop ‘legal’ approaches that would seek to approximate such an outcome – at substantial cost for parties, legal certainty and the ultimate effectiveness of the right to compensation.

5.1. National Procedural Autonomy and EU law

It can be argued that the national judgments reviewed above do not infringe EU primary law or the Damages Directive because they leave it to the laws of the Member States to lay down detailed rules governing competition damages claims. EU law does not exclude a priori that Member States may deny compensation for certain types of harm on the basis of doctrines such as remoteness, proximate causation, or directness of injury. The same line of reasoning should apply to passing on.

At the same time, it is undisputed that national rules governing competition damages claims must comply with EU law. A very good example of this are rules on causation – which typically underpin decisions on the existence and amount of damages, and that, as we saw above, are a crucial element in successfully establishing a passing on defence. European case law expressly holds that, while causation is a matter left to the Member States, it is subject to control under EU law inasmuch as it can preclude the

83 Joined Cases C-295/04 to 298/04 Manfredi EU:C:2006:461, para 64.
effective exercise of a victim’s right to claim damages for infringements of competition law. Pursuant to the principle of effectiveness, codified in Article 4 of the EU of the Damages, national rules relating to the exercise of claims for damages must not render the right to claim damages “practically impossible or excessively difficult.”

The tension between the European objective of ensuring full compensation and the principle of national procedural autonomy in setting the applicable causation test raised its head in Kone, an Austrian case on umbrella pricing. Umbrella pricing occurs when companies not party to a cartel set their prices higher than would have been expected in the absence of the cartel, leading to losses by customers who buy the cartelised product from non-infringing sellers. Austrian rules contained a directness requirement for causation that precluded claims for umbrella prices. The ECJ found that the effectiveness of the right to competition damages would have been: ‘put at risk if the right of any individual to claim compensation for harm suffered were subjected by national law, categorically and regardless of the particular circumstances of the case, to the existence of a direct causal link while excluding that right because the individual concerned had no contractual links with a member of the cartel, but with an undertaking not party thereto’. As a result, the Austrian rule on causation was found to be in breach of EU law.

This case makes it clear that European law can reach into national rules governing the compensation of competition damages and require that such national rules be amended when they go against the principles set out in the EU Damages Directive. It follows that national approaches to passing on likewise must comply with EU law. The question is, therefore, whether they do so.

5.2. Do National Approaches to Passing On comply with the Directive

This article takes no position on the conformity with EU law of the individual national approaches to passing reviewed in section 4 above. It nonetheless submits that reliance by courts on such approaches will comply with European law inasmuch as national ‘legal’ approaches respect the EU principles of

84 EU Damages Directive. Recital 11: “Where Member States provide other conditions for compensation under national law, such as imputability, adequacy or culpability, they should be able to maintain such conditions in so far as they comply with the case-law of the Court of Justice, the principles of effectiveness and equivalence, and this Directive.”

85 Which sets out that: “In accordance with the principle of effectiveness, Member States shall ensure that all national rules and procedures relating to the exercise of claims for damages are designed and applied in such a way that they do not render practically impossible or excessively difficult the exercise of the Union right to full compensation for harm caused by an infringement of competition law.”

86 This approach reflects Case C-453/99 Courage v. Crehan, EU:C:2001:465, para. 29.

87 Case C-557/12 Kone AG and others ECLI:EU:C:2014:1317, para. 33.
equivalence and effectiveness – in particular, as long as national legal doctrines do not deprive passing on of practical effect – and the rules on passing on set out in the Damages Directive.

The EU Damages Directive and the ECJ’s case law set out a number of related objectives for the private enforcement of competition law. These include; (i) the effectiveness of individual rights to claim compensation for loss;\(^88\) (ii) full compensation;\(^89\) and (iii) absence of overcompensation.\(^90\) These objectives are theoretically compatible, at least in the purity of economic theory. In practice, however, they must be reduced to legal concepts which require that each objective be partially sacrificed in the interest of the others.

The national approaches reviewed above seek to balance these differing goals, as they must. The question is then whether they achieve a correct balance – or, at least, one which conforms to EU law. It may be said that national ‘legal’ approaches unlawfully depart from the principle of ‘full compensation’, in particular by unduly sacrificing the goal of avoiding overcompensation. Two main arguments can be adduced against this: one practical, and the other legal.

The practical argument is two-fold. First, while perfect ‘full compensation’ that avoids overcompensation is a logical outcome of the deployment of economic theories and concepts underpinning the calculation and allocation of damages, it is impossible to achieve in practice. As such, it cannot be right that departures, however slight, from the principle of ‘full compensation’ will run counter to EU law, even if they lead to claimants being potentially overcompensated. Secondly, defendants are unlikely to pay damages in excess of the loss they caused – an insight that seems to underpin the national decisions reviewed above. The practical challenges of bringing a successful damages claim for competition infringements are such, and the costs are so high, that it is extremely unlikely that indirect purchasers – and final consumers – will be able to obtain compensation, particularly in the absence of effective collective action mechanisms.\(^91\) Such concerns are recognised in Recital 41 of the EU Damages Directive, which acknowledges that consumers or undertakings to whom actual loss has been passed: “have suffered harm caused by an infringement of Union or national competition law. While such harm should be compensated by the infringer, it may be particularly difficult for consumers or undertakings that did not themselves make any purchase from the infringer to prove the extent of that harm.”

---

\(^88\) Joined Cases C-295/04 to 298/04 Manfredi EU:C:2006:461, para 64; EU Damages Directive, Recital 11.

\(^89\) Id., Article 3 and Recital 12.

\(^90\) Id., Recital 13.

\(^91\) Christian Kersting, op. cit. note 64, p. 21.
This leads to the legal argument, which is that the Directive not only allows for the balancing of different objectives, but also places the effectiveness of the right to compensation above the prevention of overcompensation.\footnote{This, in turn, seems to reflect the position adopted in the 2004 Special Report on the Reform of the Law Against Restraint of Competition by the German Monopolies Commission, which recommended that the passing-on defence be prohibited while granting standing to indirect purchasers to claim damages. Because of the indirect purchasers’ difficulties in providing sufficient evidence for the damages that they suffer, the latter recommendation was held to be of practical significance only in those cases where the link between upstream and downstream prices was obvious, and direct purchasers have few incentives to sue for damages themselves. See Monopolkommission, Das allgemeine Wettbewerbsrecht in der Siebten GWB-Novelle – Die Pressefusionskontrolle in der Siebten GWB-Novelle, Sondergutachten 41/42, Nomos Verlag, Baden-Baden 2004.} The focus of the ECJ’s case law and the Directive is on ensuring that national tort systems respect the principles of effectiveness and equivalence. The principle of effectiveness, in turn, seeks to ensure that national law does not make it excessively difficult or practically impossible for victims to exercise the right to compensation granted to them by the Treaties.\footnote{EU Damages Directive, Recital 11 and Article 4.} A restrictive approach to national rules of causation and quantification of damages as regards passing on defences, such as the one adopted by national courts in the cases reviewed above, does not detract from the effectiveness of the right to compensation; if anything, it enhances that right.

Ultimately, this reflects a view on the part of the European legislator that overcompensation is unlikely to occur in practice. The rule against overcompensation is not even framed in terms of passing on in the Directive – it simply aims to preclude the imposition of damages that are not compensatory, such as “\textit{punitive, multiple or other damages}”.\footnote{Id., Article 3(3).}

This view has led the Directive to create an imbalance in favour of the right to compensation when compared to the objective of preventing overcompensation. First, the Directive establishes a rebuttable presumption that, in certain circumstances, indirect purchasers suffered loss as a result of an overcharge paid by direct purchasers, making it easier for indirect purchasers to prove that passing on occurred.\footnote{Id., Art. 14; OECD (2015) op. cit. supra note 75, p. 6.} This presumption significantly limits the scope for the stringent approaches adopted by national courts concerning passing on defences to be also applied when passing on is used as a ‘sword’. For the presumption to operate, an indirect purchaser must show that: an infringement of competition law took place; the direct purchaser has paid an overcharge as a result of the infringement; and the indirect purchaser has purchased goods or services that were the object, or were affected, by the competition law infringement. It is then for the defendant to show that the harm was not, or was not entirely, passed on to
the indirect purchaser. This presumption is not balanced by any provision that eases the defendant’s burden to show that passing on – here used as a ‘sword’ – did not occur. Simultaneously, the Directive explicitly imposes the burden of proof of the existence and amount of the passing on defence on the defendant seeking to rely on such a defence without qualification. According to the Directive, it is “in principle appropriate to allow an infringer to invoke the passing-on of actual loss as a defence against a claim for damages. It is appropriate to provide that the infringer, in so far as it invokes the passing-on defence, must prove the existence and extent of pass-on of the overcharge.” The combined effect of these evidentiary rules is that indirect purchasers often benefit from a presumption of harm, while defendants are subject to a demanding evidentiary burden to rebut that presumption.

This is not to say that concerns about overcompensation are irrelevant, or that courts can just ignore passing on. After all, the Directive explicitly requires passing on to be taken into account; it also requires the European Commission to prepare a study on the passing on of overcharges which can be used by national courts. As noted above, the instruments prepared by the Commission have focused mainly on the economics of passing on – providing extensive analyses of current thinking on the topic, and setting out and evaluating alternative economic approaches to quantifying the impact of passing on in damages claims. However, this did not prevent the Directive from also adopting mechanisms that pragmatically reflect the realities of judicial practice. Good examples of this are how the Directive sets out that a court must be allowed to estimate the amount of the overcharge which was passed on; and how, in order to avoid both over- and under-compensation, the EU Damages Directive allows national courts seized in actions for damages to take due account of any related actions for damages that are brought by claimants from other levels in the supply chain, as well of relevant information in the public domain.

It would thus seem that Member States: (i) are required to take passing on into account and to create procedural mechanisms – including as regards disclosure and the estimation of damages – allowing

97 Id., Article 13.
98 Id., Recital 39 and Article 13.
100 Id., Article 16.
102 EU Damages Directive, Article 12(5).
103 Id., Article 15.
passing on claims to be effective; while also (ii) ensuring that passing does not allow infringers to avoid liability. Within these two parameters, Member States enjoy an area of discretion regarding how to frame passing on. If this conclusion is correct, the adoption of ‘legal’ approaches to passing on such as the ones reviewed above would broadly comply with European law – even if the lawfulness of individual judgments may ultimately depend on whether they make reliance on passing on impossible or excessively difficult in practice.

5.3. Passing on in other areas of EU Law

The argument above finds further support in the fact that other areas of EU law that deal with matters of passing on have adopted similar approaches. Passing on has been allowed as a defence in cases related to the non-contractual liability of the EU, even if the content of the passing defence was not elaborated by the European courts in these cases. On the other hand, there is a long line of case law on passing on as a potential defence invoked by the State against claims for reimbursement of taxes or levies charged by tax authorities contrary to EU law.

In particular, the question arose as to whether amounts that have to be reimbursed by the tax authorities would still have to be paid even when the tax subject passed on the charge to third parties. The case law sets forth that a Member State may resist repayment of a charge levied but not due only where it is established by the national authorities that the charge has been borne in its entirety by someone other than the taxable person, and that reimbursement of the charge would constitute unjust enrichment of the latter. The reason for this is that, since the passing on defence is a restriction on a subjective right derived from the EU legal order, it must be interpreted restrictively, taking into account that the passing of a charge does not necessarily neutralise the economic effects of the tax on the taxable person. As such, reimbursement can only be denied by the tax authority if the degree of unjust enrichment that repayment of charges passed on entails is established in the light of the evidence adduced before the court, following an economic analysis in which all the relevant circumstances are taken into account.

The importance of this line of case law for competition law is apparent in how the ECJ reasoned that passing on should be a defence to competition damages claims because it was already recognised as a mechanism to prevent the unjust enrichment of the claimant in the fields of tax and non-contractual

104 Case 238/78 Ireks-Arkady ECLI:EU:C:1979:226.

105 Case 68/79 Just ECLI:EU:C:1980:57, para. 26-27; Passing on was expressly accepted as a defence in Joined cases C-192/95 to C-218/95 Societe Comateb ECLI:EU:C:1997:12, para. 21.

106 Case C-147/01 Weber's Wine World ECLI:EU:C:2003:533, para. 94-102; Case C-309/06 Marks & Spencer ECLI:EU:C:2008:211, paras. 41-43; Case C-191/12 Alakor ECLI:EU:C:2013:315, para. 30; Case C-308/09 Lady & Kid A/S and Others v Skatteministeriet ECLI:EU:C:2011:540, para. 20.
liability. Its relevance is obvious from how passing on is applied similarly in the tax and in the competition contexts. In both cases, it is theoretically required that an economic analysis in which all the relevant circumstances are taken into account be pursued. At the same time, passing on plays a secondary role to concerns about the effectiveness of the right to compensation – both for a victim of a competition infringement and for an unduly charged taxpayer. In both cases, passing on is a defence to defeat or limit compensation due to someone which should be interpreted restrictively to ensure that the defendant does not avoid its liability to pay compensation. As such, it can be reasoned by analogy that similar approaches should be applied to passing on in the tax and competition context.

Against this, it can be argued that the situation in tax is different from that in competition law. In tax, the entity benefitting from passing on is the State, which obtained the monies as a result of an exercise of public power that contravened EU law. Failing to require a State to prove passing on would place the burden of proving that the charge was not passed onto third parties on the taxable person. This would amount to establishing a presumption in favour of the State that the charge had been passed on to third parties, which would be incompatible with the effectiveness of the right to recoupment and inconsistent with EU law. The situation is not comparable to that of a private party asked to provide compensation under competition law – damages claims are civil procedures between similarly placed parties, and the goal is to ensure correct compensation. As such, the objective of avoiding overcompensation should be put at the same level as the goal of providing full compensation in competition claims. Furthermore, the principle of effectiveness in the tax field is concerned with ensuring that the economic burden of the duty unduly paid can be neutralised – which is akin to the principle of full compensation as regards competition damages. In both cases, the goal is to ensure that claimants are duly compensated, and hence the tax cases do not suggest a restrictive reading of passing on for competition cases – only that passing on is duly proved, as required in the Directive.

These arguments have strength – but are nonetheless overridden by the fact that the Damages Directive seems to consider that overcompensation is unlikely to occur in practice and emphasises the effectiveness of the right to compensation. At the same time, this line of reasoning provides support to the argument that courts must ensure that passing on defences are not ignored – e.g. courts must not require

108 Case C-62/00 Marks & Spencer ECLI:EU:C:2002:435, para. 30.
evidence that the overcharge was fully passed on, or that the victim did not suffer losses as a result of the volume effect. Court must also make use of the tools at their disposal to minimise the risk of overcompensation – e.g. if the defendant has proven that passing on took place but is unable to quantify it, courts must apply their powers to estimate passing on.

5.4. The Priority of Legal over Economic Concepts of Passing On

This article has argued repeatedly that, while ‘full compensation’ is theoretically achievable in light of economic theory, it cannot be achieved in practice in legal proceedings. This is an important basis for the argument that EU law does not, and cannot envision perfect allocation of compensation, and a crucial insight for any future discussion about how to strike a balance between promoting the effectiveness of the right to compensation and avoiding overcompensation. It is thus worth discussing it in more detail.

The role of economics as regards establishing passing on is, of necessity, limited. To begin, the role of passing on in damages claims is a legal issue that cannot be solved by economic evidence. We saw above that EU case law and the Damages Directive require passing on to be taken into account in competition damages case. As regards the question of whether a pure economic approach is a suitable approach to establishing passing on, this article answered ‘no’: the case law and Damages Directive allow national courts to adopt ‘legal’ approaches in line with national tort doctrines. However, what if this answer is wrong? What if the Directive could be said to impose the adoption of a pure economic approach to passing on to ensure that compensation is perfectly allocated at all levels of the supply chain? More importantly, what if it was proposed that the Directive be amended to remove the imbalance between claimants and defendants, and to require courts to achieve full compensation in line with economic principles?

In short, it is submitted that such an approach would be unfeasible. Pure economic concepts related to the allocation of damages are conceptually ill-suited for judicial proceedings and the application of legal rules. If under an obligation to follow purely economic approaches, courts would still have to develop legal approaches to deal with cases. Such approaches might achieve outcomes closer to those required by the principle of full compensation than those reached currently; but the cost of doing so would likely be immense, with detrimental impact on the effectiveness of the right to compensation for competition damages. To understand why, it is useful to look at the concepts of causation that courts would have to deploy if they had to apply an economic approach to passing on, and compare it to the legal concepts of causation that they currently employ.
Economic concepts of causation focus on the regularity of the occurrence of types of events, in order to infer causal generalisations from such regularities.\textsuperscript{111} Causation is thus often understood in statistical terms – involving a description of a class of events which probability must be shown to have been significantly increased by the condition or conduct in question.\textsuperscript{112} All data that may be relevant to identify a causal regularity may be used, and the scientific method predominates.

This is not so in legal proceedings. Judges, who will often lack scientific expertise, must make findings of causation. A number of rules that seek to ensure the fair, just and swift resolution of disputes limit the terms of any investigation into a causal relationship – such as rules on standing, on admissible evidence, and on the standard and burden of proof. Furthermore, the physical and social sciences – including economics – focus on explaining the world and how it works. Instead, legal causation must not only explain the occurrence of particular outcomes, but also attribute liability to agents whose action has provoked those outcomes.\textsuperscript{113} Legal causation is explanatory insofar as it is concerned with understanding how some event or state of affairs came about; it is attributive because it is also used to assign liability.\textsuperscript{114} Probabilistic assessments which may be sufficient to fulfil the (explanatory) role of science by identifying the likelihood of an event contributing to a certain outcome are of dubious relevance for the (attributively inclined) law, which requires judges to give a legitimate (in the sense of persuasive) solution to a legal dispute regarding whether someone should be liable for a given outcome.\textsuperscript{115}

One should thus distinguish between conceptions of factual causation in the economic and legal realms. This distinction is based on two characteristics of the legal system: the dual role that causation plays in legal analysis, where it has both an explanatory and an attributive role; and the institutional setting and evidentiary rules applicable when attributing liability.

\textsuperscript{111} Antony Honore ‘Causation and Remoteness of Damage’ in A. Tunc (ed.) \textit{International Encyclopaedia of Comparative Law}, vol. XI (Torts) Ch. 7, p. 29. As explained by Hellwig, op. cit. supra note 17, p. 147: ‘Economists think about causality in terms of the joint dependence of all the endogenous variables of a given system on all the exogenous variables’.


\textsuperscript{114} Honore, op. cit. supra note 112, p. 29
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In this context, economic (and scientific) concepts and methods of causation may be helpful but are rarely determinative. The cases reviewed above provide a good example of why this is so. In competition cases, courts are under a legal obligation to take the passing on of an overcharge into account when calculating damages, and to determine the extent to which an infringer of competition law can rely on the fact that the claimant had passed on all or part of its loss to someone else. If courts were required to exactly determine passing on and perfectly assign compensation, this would raise serious practical and normative challenges.

The practical challenge relates to the difficulty and cost of pursuing such exercises. The conceptual challenge is two-fold. First, a purely economic approach would run counter to doctrines applicable across the full spectrum of a legal system that limit the extent of inquiries into causality and assignment of liability. Conversely, such an approach would make it impossible for courts to assign liability at all, and for parties to meet their burden of proof to the requisite standard.

Starting with the practical challenge, following a purely economic approach to causation is bound to be onerous and error prone – as was already remarked in section 2. To use again cartels as an example – which will typically be the simplest competition damages case – the claimant may be an intermediary instead of a final consumer. It may be that the claimant’s loss corresponds merely to the lost profits from reduced sales caused by the (cartelised) higher prices, particularly if the claimant was able to pass on its actual loss (i.e. the overcharge) onto final consumers. Even in this simple case, proof of a causal link between infringement and loss, or between infringement and passing on, may be difficult to achieve due to the economic complexity of the issues involved – such as the amount of the higher price, the elasticity of demand, and the rate of passing on of price increases to final consumers. The situation gets more complicated the further away we move from straightforward cartel cases.

Courts face significant difficulties when trying to establish causation as regards loss and passing on. Markets are complex institutions. Competition infringements very often impact on sophisticated supply chains working in highly complex market structures, which make the identification of causative links particularly difficult. While microeconomic and industrial organisation theory are devoted to understanding how markets and firms work, and the conditions under which anti-competitive behaviour might occur, even at their simpler level they are technical and complex. The combination of complexity

117 Green paper on Damages actions for breach of the EC antitrust rules [COM(2005) 672 final].
of markets, dispersion of losses and difficulty in identifying causal links creates a broad range of potential claimants. Economic injuries have a way of rippling through markets, creating a much larger numbers of victims than the typical contract or tortious dispute. The victims are not only competitors, but also rivals, suppliers, and firms operating in complementary markets. The impact of an overcharge on the pricing behaviour of an entity facing a cost increase is hard to disentangle from all other factors that may be relevant for the pricing of downstream products, or from the reactions of other market players.

These difficulties are common, to a certain extent, to all situations of pure economic loss. It is commonly accepted that liability for pure economic loss, such as those involved in competition claims, must be limited in order to constrain socially wasteful litigation and undue restrictions on individual freedom. If antitrust infringers could be held liable for all individual losses that may be causally linked with their wrongdoing, this would entail significant risks of over-deterrence and, therefore, result in an undue restriction on commercial freedom. It would also be fantastically difficult for courts to establish causation and loss accurately in such settings.

Ideas of ‘causation in law’ are often deployed to deal with such challenges. This is a class of legal doctrines that limit liability once a factual causal nexus has been established, and which is known in virtually all legal systems. Some (factual) consequences of an illegal conduct are ‘too remote’ from the illegal act and, in these cases, the imposition of liability is thought to be inappropriate. Policy reasons also operate to limit legal assessments of causality for reasons external to considerations related directly to the existence of causal connections – and such reasons also apply to competition law. As has been said: “An antitrust violation may be expected to cause ripples of harm to flow through the Nation’s economy; but [...] there is a point beyond which the wrongdoer should not be held liable.” These concerns account for many rules that deny recovery in circumstances too ‘remote’ from the infringement, such as the refusal to lack standing to indirect purchasers in the US. Lastly, rules concerning the existence of presumptions or the allocation of the burden of proof also introduce policy considerations into the assessment of factual causation.

122 Herbert Hovenkamp op. cit. supra note 118, p. 49.
123 Honore, op. cit. supra note 111; Lianos, op. cit. 115, p. 15-16.
None of these mechanisms, inherent to the allocation of damages or the assignment of liability by legal processes, is compatible with the deployment of pure scientific or economic concepts of causation. Further, the reasons that underpin the adoption of these mechanisms – to prevent over-deterrence, constrain socially wasteful litigation, and prevent undue restrictions of individual freedom – broadly overlap with the reasons why economic or scientific approaches to causation are ill suited for legal proceedings.124

At the same time, the adoption a non-legal – i.e. economic – approach to causation risks preventing courts from being able to assign liability at all. After all, such approaches to causation are mostly probabilistic. If courts were to acknowledge the probabilistic nature of the exercise, they might be unable to establish loss or passing on to the requisite legal standard. In other words, economic approaches risk interfering with the attributive function of causation in law.

In short, it is practically and conceptually unfeasible for courts to adopt pure economic approaches. This is not to say that scientific or economic approaches are not useful for the identification of causal relationships in legal contexts; on the contrary, they provide models for identifying causation that legal operators can rely on, even if these concepts and models must be adapted to the legal setting in which they are deployed. Economic theory plays a large role in competition litigation: it helps determine what the “normal scenario” is, what ‘causal generalisations’ are plausible, and what inferences can be made from the facts.125 The assessment of the evidence in competition proceedings often focuses on the relative plausibility of hypotheses presented by the parties. Ex post probabilities can provide evidence of factual causation, and allow to choose between such hypotheses, particularly when taken together with the particular evidence of the case.126 Economic experts have become fundamental in gauging economic data submitted to courts, and statistical and econometric evidence have an important role that can assist in the drawing of evidential inferences and in evaluating whether the burden and standard of proof have been met.127

124 It would also overtax the notion of legal responsibility if legal liability encompassed all direct and effects of a conduct, including those indirect effects that arise from the “equilibrium reactions” of other people, i.e., fully responsible individual decision makers, to the initial legal violation. See Hellwig, op. cit. supra note 17, p. 147.


127 Econometric models interpret data through economic theories, in order to infer effects from selected causes – its aim is “to obtain knowledge concerning relations that exist in the social reality” through a theory-data – i.e. establish connections between causes and effects. See Bernt P. Stigum, Econometrics and the Philosophy of Economics: Theory-Data Confrontations in Economics (Princeton University Press, 2003), p. 3.
Nonetheless, this does not detract from the fact that a pure scientific or economic approach to causation in legal contexts is inappropriate and, ultimately, unfeasible. As noted by Frederic Jenny, a distinguished economist who was also a judge of the French Cour de Cassation and is currently the chair of the OECD’s Competition Committee, economists speak of theories of harm and counterfactuals, whereas judges are interested in establishing causation on the basis of the facts of the case. These different professional approaches may go some way towards explaining the lack of usefulness of the Commission’s Practical Guidance on the quantification of damages to judges in practice: economists seem to have prepared such guidance without much judicial input. The Guidance focuses on the underlying economic principles for the estimation of damages; but judges are used to estimating damages. They would rather learn how best to identify and discard economic techniques that game the system or identify correlations that are spurious or unreliable. Jenny also notes that the Practical Guidance provides an overview of all economic damages flowing from a competition infringement, without paying any attention to the fact that judges are constrained by the legal framework as to the type of damages they can award.128

Beyond the difficulties inherent to the ‘translation’ of economic concepts into legal practice, pure economic approaches to passing on are practically and conceptually unsuited for legal proceedings. Legal approaches to passing on, grounded on national rules on causation, mitigation and quantification of damages, are not only appropriate but, in reality, essential and inherent to a well-functioning system for assigning liability and awarding legal compensation.

6. Conclusion

The adoption of ‘legal’ approaches to passing on by national courts is unavoidable. The question is not whether adopting a legal approach would infringe EU law, but whether specific ‘legal’ approaches adopted by national courts strike a correct balance between the competing objectives set out in EU law. The adoption of mechanisms that ensure that passing on is related to an infringement and does not preclude the effectiveness of the right to compensation will be in line with EU law, but only inasmuch as passing on defences do not become impossible or excessively difficult. If Member States were to deprive passing on of all practical effect, this would not only run expressly against the Directive’s provisions requiring that courts take passing on into account, but also against provisions requiring Members States to ensure that neither the burden nor the standard of proof make it practically impossible or excessively difficult to

accurately quantify harm.\textsuperscript{129} Furthermore, such an approach would directly affect the effectiveness of the right to compensation if it were to prevent passing on from being used as a ‘sword’ by indirect purchasers.

It is thus argued that Member States: (i) are required to take passing on into account, and to adopt procedural mechanisms – including as regards disclosure and the estimation of damages – allowing passing on claims to be effective; while also (ii) ensuring that passing does not allow infringers to avoid liability. Within these two parameters, Member States enjoy an area of discretion which is nonetheless subject to control on the part of the European courts.

National approaches to passing on are likely to remain a live issue in years to come, given doubts about the extent of national procedural autonomy on this field. For example, there may be doubts about the appropriateness of consistently deciding that either the overcharge was passed on fully or not at all, as seems to have been decided by national courts in most cases. A number of provisions in the EU Damages Directive seem to require a slightly more sophisticated approach – one that takes into account whether other entities are likely to bring claims\textsuperscript{130} and that expects courts to estimate passing on even in the absence of \textit{quantum} being clearly established in light of the available evidence.\textsuperscript{131} While such provisions may require courts to pay closer attention to the economic realities of individual cases, they also require a departure from pure economic principles and reflect the need to adopt a legal approach to passing on.

In short, legal approaches to passing on must comply with European law, and must not be such as to make it practically impossible or excessively difficult to rely on passing on. As this article showed, there is nothing preventing such an objective from being achieved through the deployment of national doctrines on the calculation of damages or on the basis of national rules of evidence and causation, as national courts have been doing. However, the line between national approaches to passing on that comply and infringe EU law is a fine one, and care must be taken to avoid ending up on the wrong side of the divide.

\textsuperscript{129} EU Damages Directive, Article 17 and Recital 43.
\textsuperscript{130} Id., Article 15 and Recital 43.
\textsuperscript{131} Id., Article 12(5).